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Appeal goes on

New dean·
appointed
Dr. Burton J. Williams has been
named Dean of the newly formed
College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences.
Announced by A~ademic Vice
President Edward Harrington, the
appointment will be effective Sept.
1, when the ·University's Schools of
Arts and Hwnanities, Natural
Science and Mathematics, and
Social and Behavioral Sciences
will merge.
Williams will head the new col-1ege, containing 35 of Central's 52
departments and programs. The
other major academic divisions
are the School of Professional
Studies, which includes teacher.
education, technical and , vocational departments, and the School
of Business and Economics.
The creation of the new college
was announced this spring by
President Donald L. Garrity. The consolidation is designed to give
flexibility in faculty assignment,
aid in developing interdisciplinary
programs of study and save
money, Garrity said.
Williams, on the history faculty
since 1969, served as Dean of the
School of Social and Behavioral
Sciences the past eight years.
The Deans of the two other
schools which will merge to create
the new college are Dr. Bernard L. .
· Martin, who has served as head of
the School of Natural Science and
Mathematics since 1972 and Dr.
Zoltan Kramar, who has been Interim Oean of the School of Arts
and Humanitie~ the past four
years. _ Martin, professor of
mathematics, and Kramar, professor of history, will remain on
the Central faculty.
Author of five books and
- numerous articles on the history of
Kansas, the Midwest and
Washington, Williams earned
undergraduate and master's
degrees at Southern Illinois
University and a · Ph.D. at the
University of Kansas.
Committed to a "teaching ad".
ministration," Williams plans to
·continue his teaching, research ·
and writing activities.
Other members of the Williams
family are involved with Central ·
SUPER DEAN
· as well. Two of the new dean's six
chldren are alwnni, one is current- '.Dr. Burton Williams will Dean Williams is not imly a student and another will enter become dean of the newly- itating Ronald Reagan by
this fall as a freshman. Mrs.
formed CWU College of Let- demonstrating that at age ·
Williams is also a Central student
and a member of ·the Douglas ters, Arts and Sciences 52 he is able to handle the
. Sept. 1 . When the search job. Actually this photo was
Honors College.
1

Williams is currently vice pr~si. dent of the Ellensburg Rotary
Club, and during the 1979-80 school
year was co-president, with his
wife Carol, of.the Ellensburg High
School Booster Club. Mrs.
Williams is a member Qf the
Ellensburg School Board.

began earlier this year for
someone to fill the position;
many referred to the person
to be selected as Megadean
.or Superdean because the
dean would head up 35 of the
university's 52 departments. In this photograph,

taken shortly after
Williams ·was named dean
of the School of Social and
Behavioral Sciences eight
years ago. At age 44,
Williams probably _did feel
he needed to prove his

stamma.

Kicker aids Chicano students

The largest effort ever mounted
in the Northwest to raise scholarship funds for Chicano students has
been launched by Amigos de
Chicanos en Salud (Friends of
Chicanos in Health).
.
The all-volunteer organization
was founded la~t year by Northwest business,· educational, and
civic leaders to provide moral and
financial support to Chicano
students entering health profes-

sional training.
Fundraising proceeds· will proEfren Herrera, All-Pro place vide scholarships · and grants to
kicker of the Seattle Seahawks, has Chicano students who are pursuing
been named Honorary Chairman medical, dental, and other health
for the campaign which involes careers in the three Northwest
campaign organizations in thirty - states.
communities throughout .· Oregon,
The Northwest has less than 10
I(:laho and Washington. Herrera percent of the Chicano heal~h proappears as the Amigos' fessionals it needs to serve the
spokesmanin a television · an- region's Spanish-speaking comnouncemnt promoting tl:ie cam- munity, according to an organizapaign.
tion spokesperson. He added

'by Shane

Ke~son

The appeal hearing concerning · conscience would be to allow the
Dr: Charles Stastny's dismissal university to ignore the standards
from the CWU faculty will be con- ; it expects from its faculty." Clark,
tinued ' in ' a few months so the : who repr~sented Central in the acvisiting judge, James J. Dore, will : tion against Stastny, opened his adhave time to study the written dress to the bench by saying, "It is
briefs, arguments and l,349 pages ' a rare occurance (the dismissal of
of transcript from Dr. Stastny's · a tenured faculty member from a
university) but perhaps not as rare
hearing.
Dr. Stastny's attorney, David as counsel (Danelski) has stated in
Danelski, a professor of politieal · this court and in his brief."
science at Stanford University and , Danelski states that there are
acknowledged expert on_the Con- problems with the definition of the
stitution, told Judge Dore that, term "insubordination" and that to
"the penalty is so excessive it be · insubordinate~ · "requires a
violated due pr~ess ... " The brief course of conduct aud not a single
submitted by Stastny's attorneys · act ... " He went on to cite Califor· states, "dismissal of a tenured nia court cases to support his confaculty member from a university clusions concerning · this point of
is one of the most severe : law.
Clark said that according to the
punishments in American
society, ... roughly equivalent to im- hearing record Dr. Stastny had
peachment of a judge, disbarment : taken six unauthorized absences
of an attorney, dishonorable between January 1973 and October ·
discharge from the armed forces 1978. This, coµpled with the six day
and imprisonment for a serious !late return winter quarter 1979, is
criminal offense ... " banelski goes what prompted the action by Presi·
on to say that Stastny's constitu- . dent Donald Garrity.
Reading from the faculty code
tionaly guaranteed rights to both
academic freedom and the concerning the need for permission
freedom of speech were violated. to be absent from campus, Clark
Danelski further states that severi- stated, "The first amendment does
ty of the punishment by the Board not protect that kind of conduct... "
of ·Trustees handed down last ' The ~ charges which resulted in
February 1, "is excessive and un- the dismissal of Dr. Stastny inconscionable; that the Board of elude gross misconduct, insuborTrustees acted beyond its jurisdic- :dination, and willfull and grevious
tion when it based its decision to violation of university rules.
The range of possible sanctions
dismiss him partly on the recommendation of his former col- :that are available to the university
leagues; that the board acted ar- ·include a warning in writing, a cenbitrarily and capriciously in mak- .sure, (which Clark described as a
ing its findings and decisions in the written reprimand) change of
assignment, suspension with pay,
case.''
Owen F. Clark, counsel for Cen- or dismissal.
tral stated, "What would shock the
r

Money for buildings
The state legislature will soon be ... Regional Archives and the
looking over Central's $13,260,800 Museum of Man. Total cost for the
budget ,request for the )981-1983 Barge project estimated at
biennium. A.ccording to Gary Car- $7 ,860, 700.
· roll of the campus budget office,
Money received last biennium
the Capital Budget Request will in- for working drawings on both procl u de a majo·r addition to jects has already been used, with
Nicholson Pavillion and remodel- left over money, about $4,900, being of the present structure .. Plans ing added to the .next budget.
to remodel Barge Hall are also beIt should be mentioned that this
ing ,allowed for in the request, as is just a request for funds, nothing
well as · normal and emergency is for certain. The realization of
maintainence costs.
these plans is up to the legislature
For Nicholson, there will be a and the governor. By tbe time
, new support gymnasium, lab and these projects are completed, most
locker facilities, and a new of the current student body at Cenbuilding for the physical educa- tral will have graduated.
tion, leisure services, and health
The last biennium brought the
departments. Total cost for the remodeling
of Mcconnel
r'roject is estimated at $9,951,200. Auditoriwn. Central officials are
The reason for the new buildings is hoping the governing body in
to bring the P.E., health and - Olympia will be in another
leisure programs together in one generous mood when they take a
area, and allow more room for of- . look at Central's next request.
A copy of the Capital Budget Refice space without further bur~en- ·
ing an already crowded Nicholson quest for the 1981-1983 biennium
Pavillion.
can be inspected at-the Budget Of.
Barge Hall changes will mostly fice.upstairs in Mitchell Hall.
· be renovation of interior spaces,
which will insure the,continued use
· of the historic structure. Plans call
for the consolidation· under one
roof of all student services offices
The Handicapped Student Serexcept m'e dical care, plus a .vice has moved its office to Kennuinber of faculty and alumni of- nedy Hall, rooms 114-116. The
fices, some of which are already in t·e lephone number remains
Barge. There will also be areas for 963-2171.
The accessible entrance is the
public service set aside in the
building, includeng the CWU northwest door of the building.
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.The governor's
mansion was
built in the
I lBBO's by the
Craig brothers
1

.

.
.
A mansion waits

On Craig's hill . ,•

'

''

by Leslie Barnhart ·

The dream of two men sits alone and seemingly out of place on the hill at the corner of
The origmai structure had a mansard roof, which is a roof with two slopes on each of the
Third Avenue and Chestnut Street among the many "ordinary0 houses. ·
four sides, the lower slope being steeper than the upper. The third story was designed to be
It's called the governor's mansion, mansion, or simply the castle. The story behind the used as a ballroom for the many social functions a governor might be expected to give. The
impressive structure goes back to the 1880's when Ellensburg was fighting with North cupola.. (tower) was structured to be the highest point on the interior spiral stairway. The
Yakima (Yakima) and Olympia for the honor of having the state capitol located in their ci- Craigbrothers.also fitted the interior with hardwood floors·and ornate woodwork. The walls
ty.
were ~ristructed of brick or stone, bul._one of the subsequent owners covered them with
'
Olympia had been the territorial capital but when statehood was near, a popular vote was stucco.
required to determine the city in which the new capital would be located. Residents of CenOn Oct. 1, 1889 an election was held to decide where the capital for the new state would be
. tral Washington wanted it moved across the mountains to the center of the state.
located. The voting results . were: Olympia-25,490; North Yakima-14,711; and
North Yakima and Ellensburg both claimed they were located in the center of the state Ellensburg-12,833. A clear majority of all the votes was required for the final determinaand would make better locations than Olympia. The rivalry among the three major con- tion, therefore, another election was scheduled for Nov. 4, 1890.
tenders was fierce.
During the time between the first and second election, the residents of all three cities ·inNorth Yakima .c laimed it had better wagon roads, better railroad connections, and a bet- tensified their efforts to sway votes to their city.
ter valley. The Kittitas Valley, they argued, was too narrow and didn't have the city serThe second election proved a fatal blow for North Yakima and Ellensburg; Olympia
vices available in North Yakima.
received a majority of the total votes. In retrospect, it has been said if North Yakima and
Ellensburg claimed they were the exact geographical center of Washington and a center Ellensburg had combined their efforts, pooled their votes, and decided on one Central
for ranching and mining interests in the area.
Washington city in that first election-the state capitol might very well be on this side of the
Olympia boasted that their excellent city services and the beauty of Western Washington mountains.
The Craig brothers' dream had faded. They had built a mansion in a small town where
was enough reason to leave the capital there. They also insisted that North Yakima and
there was to be no governor. In addition to the sad disappointment they must have felt, the
Ellensburg were both insufferably hot dust bowls.
The population of the three cities was also an issue, all claimed an exaggerated number of mansion had been a financial catastrophe totaling thousands of dollars. The brothers had
citizens. The actual population of the fast growing cities, according to the 1890 census, was been forced to mortgage the building and were iinable to pay the loan;
Olympia, 4698, Ellensburg, 2768, and North Yakima, 1535.
At a sheriff's sale on March 9, 1893 the mansion was sold to Nathan Cusing for $4300. It lay
Other cities contending for the capitol, to a lesser degree, were Yakima City (Union Gap), empty and neglected for several years, windows broken; none of the owners gave it the care
it needed.
Pasco, Centralia, Waterville, and Waitsburg.
.
The closest it came to having nobility housed within-its walls was when Julius Caesar HubWhile this controversy raged throughout th~tate, two brothers had a vision of Ellensburg
eventually becoming the capital. Britton and Samuel Craig were so sure ~llensburg would bell bought it in 1904 for $800. Even this distinction was short-lived. Hubbell sold the mansion
the same day he bought it-for a profit of $150.
be chosen they began construction of a residence worthy of a state governor.
It was a personal vision, no financial help was provided by the city. The brothers used
Today, the mansion is divided into five apartments and is again for sale. The governor's
they own money to start work on a three story Victorian mansion. The city did lay out mansion and the dream of two brothers goes back almost a century now, the mansion sits
never come. I
'
Capital Avenue as an approach to the mansion, expecting later government buildings would quietly on the hill-still waiting for the governor that will
.
be added to the area.

WSL

Curt Smith ·will seek re-election
State Representative Curt
Smith, R-Ephrata, has announced
his intention to seek re-election to
the State House of Representatives.
· "I'm still very concerned about
continuing inflation and the ever
increasing tax burden being placed
on the average family in the state
of Washington," Smith said. "We
must hold the line on spending and
set our priorities in the coming
state budget."
· Smith, a successful Columbia
Basin farmer since 1955, said that
legislators in the next session are
going to be facing a siz~able shortfall in revenue.
"I helped lead the success.ful
~iv~ for I~tiative 62 irt the 13th
district which the people · overwhe~gly !>8~ed to limit s~te
spending. This will have a great m~ence on the state budget expendi·~ures in the next session," he
said.
Smith noted that citizens, by
pa~sing Int . .62, ~a~e tol.d
leg1Slators to liv~ within their

- means and set priorities in budget
spending.
·
''Any tax increases will only add
to more inflation and lead to additional personal regulations and
·less. local control," S~th said.
Smith said that he and his
'
'

c en tr a I

Rupublican seat mate, Sid should ,,,also promote the sales
Flanagan, R-Quincy, will be work- abroad of our abundant natural
ing hard to ward off any new taxa- resources and agricultural products," Smith said.
tion.
Smith is a member .of the House
"The future of our state is excellent if we only would tell others Transportation, Labor, and
about its natural beauty. We Ecology Conunittees.

•
rec e Ives

NSF

·
. Central has received a $11,000 · try to predict the long-term
1
grant from the National Science ramifications.
! Foundation (NSF) to evaluate the
"Has the ashfall cut down the
immediate impact of Mt. St. potential of aquatic insects for
Helens ashfall on streams and the reproduction, for example?" he
insects that live in them.
said.
Dr. Stamford Smith, zoology proSmith said the NSF funding was
fessor and recipient of the Univer- specifically directed at short-term
. sity's 1980 Distinguished Research projects to measure transient data
Professor award will direct the from the spring ashfall. He hopes
three-month pr~ject at three to follow up the project with a longstream sites in Kittitas County and term study "to find out how the lartwo others near the active volcano. vae died, if we find significant
Smith explained that his study numbers were killed. Did they, for
will determine if the May 18 ashfall instance, feed on the ash and stave
had an effect on the larvae of to death, or were they
aquatic insects. If an effect is smothered?" he conjectured.
. observed, he said, researchers will . Four 9f the five stream sites to

grant

conference soon
A political conference sponsored
by the Washington Student
Legislature (WSL) and Central's
Conference Center will be held
)ept. 26-28. Registration for the
conference is Sept. 26 at 3 pm.
Candidates from both the
Republican and Democratic paries will be available to cover the
.ssues appearing on the November
ballot. The issues discussed will in~lude, the economy, energy, higher
.
..
·
education, and the political party
process in our state.
The goal of tl)e WSL is to offer

't d thi ·
h
s summer ave
be mom ore
··
·t d b
bee.n previo~1sy mom ore
y
Snuth and ~s students, so. they
have extensive data on the msect
and ·wat er condit·ions before the t:UUCational services to .students
.
.i..r
from all areas of college life m the
Mt · St · He1ens eru11 ion.
state. Those.services include trainm~ .in the legislative and bill
_,
writmg process.
_....

•

•

1

Summer
registers pos.ted ...__
.
.............____

The Career Planning & Place- ministrators to sign the register to
ment Center has summer registers notify .teachers of the positions
o~en. .within their respective
posted at Barge Hall, room 105.
The teachers register allows districts.
teachers to sign the register which The summer registers also allow
is checked by school . ad- for informal interviews to be arministrators. The adminiStrators ranged.
·
register allows school ad-

111
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Campus Crier

Editor·ial
V.P. choice--Just 1nediahype?
letter to the editor

by Paul Emmons

Some national conventions are-of cupboard of the house on the twen- the news mejia continually 'transplanted to the realm of soap
interest· for choosing a presidential tieth.
distracted from the business at opera. We were given to wonder
We are accustomed by now to a . ·hand in favor of the latest whisper- anxiously whether Ford and Regan
candidate. I grant that long before
this one, the aspirations of millions .press which covers elections as so ings and opinions, cornering peo- were "in physical contact... er...in
had found their resonance in many sports events, by quoting ple who would respond with frand the same room". There was talk of
Ronald Regan, leaving the opinion polls and asking people ignorance, decorous evasion, or a co-Presidency under publicly
Republican convention free for a who they think will win, by analyz- evident annoyance. Speech after stated conditions, promptly dubb,celebration of unity, with symbolic ing "campaign strategies" instead speech was assessed, if at all for its ed" The Treaty of Detroit".
(Evidently pulling up ·treaties
'and ceremonial importanc_e. Yet of America's problems and what possible effect on ·its maker's Vice
few delegates will return home the candidates propose to do about Presidential prospects, and con-.:. under negotiation by the roots to
_feeling that they had wasted their them. So when, amidst our nation's trasted with George Bush's "low see how they are growing is stanstrategy''.
Then dard press practice.) Soon came a
time simply because certain ques- agonies, the, media perceived their , profile
tions had never been in doubt. primary mission as tellirig us on somewhere among the media's • prediction that to complete their
singular innovation, the two would
They were clearly far from taking Wednesday what Mr. Regan plann- ceaseless bedgering of anyone and
triumphantly enter the hall that
unity, celebration, symbol, and ed to tell us on Thursday, the sheer everyone for some clue to their
very night. Presses at the Chicago
ceremony as matters of no impor- vacuity of it all was only par for the ephemeral treasure, it was hroachcourse. Would that the press, hav· ed that conversations with Mr. Sun-Times actually began rolling,
tance.
The country beyond Detroit turn- ·ing determined to play the fortune Ford's staff were becoming Ford's name in the headlines.
. Now that we all have seen Regan
ed to the television as a window, teller, coQid do it correctly. Or serious.
Instantly th'e rumor was
thus provoked into an early antrusting to see and share the con- would that, having failed with
vention in its perspective. TJie TV crystal balls, it might at least adnews media, alas, had other ideas. - mit to another kind. But dim cup- ,
Did they find the unity, the boards are no deterrent to over
celebration too unimportant, or curious children. And those conwas it unsatisfying to them for sidered far-sighted put on specother reasons? The question. tacles that magnify.
Last week, (absurdly long ago, To The Editor:
became vexatious as Wednesday
. Re: Alan Smith's editorialj"E.R.A: A Right of Choice" JulY.117
night progressed and we blinked at isn't it?, when all one's attentions
.minority rights" mean? Smith
the TV to shake the distortions are focused on trying to project
idoesn't say if he means an effort to
"from our eyes, for it had become no tomorrow into today), as the possi- . Never have so many words,
ideny or affirm minority rights.
ble names were clicked off and which when taken separately or in
window, but itself a spec~cle.
·And how can Smith state that the
One substantial piece of business meditated over like rosary beads: ·small snatches make perfect
'E.R.A. is involved with minority
remained which, though equally George Bush's was always one of . sense, combined to convey such a
·rights when, in his very next
ceremonial as an act of the conven- the first. A logical and strong striking picture of total non-sense
sentence, he reports that women
tion, intrigued as transpiring dur- choice, with a distinguished as they do in Alan Smith's column
outnumber all other groups? ·Acing the convention: the vice- Washingron career touching in the last issue of the Campus
tually,
tie wrote "Women out·
foreign
affairs,
conservative
yet
Crier.
Our
reading
suggested
a
presidential nomination, a decision
number blacks, whites, and,
which was Mr. Regan's to make in acceptable to moderates, youthful, Marx Brothers type of approach to
heaven forbid, even us men." Is
his hotel fastness and to announce and in fact far from inconceivable writing that, while it may appeal to
Smith desassociating men from
buffs
and
on the final day. In this a degree of as President. Gerald Ford's name nostalgia
the group of blacks and whites? Is
anticipation is natural-the an- was seldom on the list. For all his psychoanalysts, doesn't say much
he disassociating women? If not,
ticipation of a family member qualifications, his place in for the quality of our college paper
comparing the number of women
making Christmas preparations, America's heart, and the strength Qr the talent of its staff. Smith's
with the number of blacks ·or
who looks forward to- receiving he could give the ticket, his demur- editorial , skips from one halfgifts but respects the principle that rers were convincing, and it re- developed thought to the next like a . whites is like comparing bedknobs
'with broomsticks-it doesn't make
their identity is none of his mained far fetched to expect a hot potato being passed from child
much sense.
business until December 25th. former President to run for Vice to child. This method may be great
Smith's use of broad, abstract
One's discomfort began by being President. That Rei~an did con- at parties but it left us with a
terms unsupported by details or
, forced to view the convention in- sider him carefully nonetheless vague, unsettled feeling as to what
explanations also leaves us in the
stead as through the eyes of a could bespeak imagination and Smith really meant or thought.
What, for instance, does
lurch. We're still not sure what he
mischievous brat obsessed with thoroughness.
With the convention underway, " ... another effort in the sanctity of , meant ?Y "i:ight o( choice", thoug~
peeking into every drawer and
·
.

. nouncement of ("only") George
: Bush after all, what will become of
these deliria? Will they be tossed
i mto the waste basket along with all
.. the other speculations and straw
' polls. that are ever-such-hot news
-: until the moment the real polls
: close? Or will the commentators
i continue in crocodile tears, solemn
shakes on the head, and despairing
: gestures to illustrate the appalling
lack of control in which the
1 people's expectations were built up
; and then--dropped-kerthump-by
: Ronald Reagan? And in the next
, breath, to pity the poor souls listen, ing to speeches and waving
placards on the floor·, deprived all
· the while of the electronic media,
and so not knowing what was really going on...

Readers disagree
·it's right up there in the tiUe and
!repeated several times in the body~
He implies, in · his opening
paragraph with the bird-cage example, that most women are
E.R.A. advocates or sympathizers.
Then he contradicts himse~ by
saying that " ... the equal rights.
movement is spearheaded by a
minority of women falsely
representing women as a· whole.
The record shows that the majority '
()f women (and men) suppbrt
•1E.R.A.. This is evedent since a ma·
:iority of §!ates (35) has ratified it.
! As far as the gist of the article
jgoes, it seems that Smith hasn't
eveQ read the amendment. Here it
is: "Equality of rights under the
1law shall not be denied or abridged
' by the United S~tes or by any
I State on account of sex." In light of
'this, Smith's foray into childrearing, family relations, and
w~ether or not a woman ge~ stuck
· with a loser for a husband IS total-

I

Mi lit ar y discriminates against men ?\\:'::.~~·~~f:n~ed.to
'

alter mantal relations, only to msure equal treatment under the :taw
by Scott Collier
for both sexes. This has been soreDraft registration is upon us and a lot of people are not taking it too
Now, back to the basic problem... "How do we get enough intelligent · ly lacking for the past two hundred ~-/
well. I really can't blame the young men who are affected by the bill for .. young men in the service?" The, answer is simple. Make the service a years. For sociological and even
feeling a bit discriminated against.
more attractive way of life by paying the serviceman what he's worth! As psychological reasons, women
Take two people of draft age and of opposite sex who will be either go- an enlisted man, I could _count on four things:l) At least eight hours of · have always been treated as a
ing to college or getting a job, if a draft takes place, the man will have to work a day, more often twelve, 2) Workirig at least two weekends per minority, as something less than .
serve a tour of duty in the service before going on to his intended ambi- month, 3) getting sneered at by banks, car salesmen, and cops, men. As Simone De Beauvoir once
4) Being sent 2,000 miles from home without enough pay to afford a trip ' pointed out, there are two kinds of
tions in life. The woman will either be almost through college or well wp
people.: human beings and women.
the seniority list in a job. Where dQes this leave the drafted.male veteran? )home once a year. If you manage to .get a "military hop", expect to get
And when women start acting like
It leaves bim two to four years behind his female counterpart.
'bumped by the general's wife and her cat. •
human beings, they are accused of
The educational benefits in today's system are little help in getting the
I say again, PAY the people! Give them $9,000 a year starting pay.
veteran through school, and with today's inflation rate and with prices so When I tUfiled down a $12,000 re-enlistment bonus and opted for · being men. We think it's about
1
time both sexes were treated like
high, a serviceman stands little chance of saving any money at all.
civilianism, I was asked to fill out a form explaining why I wasn't staying
human beings.
A drafted person can probably expect to make only about $350 a month !in. I wrote, "Inadequate pay and discrimination within the service in
take home pay. I know from my own four years of service that a soldier regards to hair length based on sex''. Yes, men face more discrimination · Finally, Smith should be chastised for one of his final remarks: "If
spends nearly that amount on hamburgers, since he can't eat the Iriilitary even after they're drafted! Everyone can pick out a serviceMAN, he has
E.R.A. supporters couldn't get
food. Add to that the payments on a car, that is if the serviceman is lucky a whitewall haircut. Can you pick out a woman in the service? No. They
enough to swing a deal on one. You see, banks are very reluctant to loan can wear their hair down to the collar, meaning very long hair can be pin- : their act together in the allotted
money to the defenders of our nation because of their low pay .and ·ned up. Men can have no hair longer than three inches, total thickness not · seven year time limit, .why grant
them an additional three more
sometimes "qu~stionable character". Well it's no wonder nobody wants to exceed one-half an inch, tapered in the back. Personally I don't mind
to get drafted!
...
wearing short hair, it's a lot less trouble. I just don't like having to wear it years ... ?" - It took hundreds of
_,,., By forcing a man into the service and paying him peanuts, (Jimmy ~that way just because I happen to be a male. As far as I'm concerned, ' years for the black man in
Carter's favorite), the government is automatically depriving that man ·what was good enough for George Washington's army is good enough for . America to gain his freedom and
· rights. Using Smith's time allotof the life he wants, and placing him permanently (at least for two years) Jimmy Carter's army.
I'm not for drafting women. I'm not for drafting men either. I'm for ment criterion, blacks should have
below the poverty level. This situation gets worse for the married man.
But as they say, if the service had wanted you to have a wife and kids, paying the country's guardians a decent salary, and trimming the pay of been kept hi slavery forever. It
they would have issued them to you.
the bureaucrats that determine low military pay just before voting • took one hundred and forty years
MeanwhQ,e, our draftee's !~male counterpart is left to her own life, themselves a 25 percent pay raise. I'm also for equality within the service for women to get their right to
· vote. Was this a mistake since it
completely free to make of it what she wants to. While I'm on the subject, to the point of putting women in combat situations.
. I should mention that if the Democratically supported ERA was to be
There must be a serious re-thinking of our military induction system, · didn't happen overnight? There
adopted, women would be subject' to the draft, with no excuses about sex along with a change in service regulations which single out men. With this can be no time limit on human
or inadaptability for combat. To pass th~ ERA is to give women the leadership by our military services, maybe· the rest of our country will rights . .
Robert Story
."right" to be dratted. Do all women want that? I can assure ·you the come around and recognize what real equality and.civil liberties are all
Kathy Riley
;about.
military doesn't want that. They just don.'t need that many women.
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Leisure
Lake Chelan theatre prospers
Student Clayton Doherty and
Prof. Richard Leinaweaver .are ·
watching their dream come to life
this swnmer in Chelan. TQe Lake:
Chelan summer theatre on stage in .
the Masonic Temple through Aug.
31, is the result largely of these two ·
gentlemen's energy and com- :
mitments.
·Doherty spent 1979 in Chelan laying groundwork for summer
theatre in the area. At that time tie
initiated a feasibility study which
included mounting a production using local Chelan talent. He managed the puppet show 'lbe Brave Uttle Tailor, written and directed by
by Drama Prof. Jim Hawkins, at
Chelan's Ruby Theatre lasts.ummer. Co-author is Terry Parker.

Hawkins is back in Chelan this ques Brel is Alive & Well & Uving ·
summer directing Neil Simon's in Paris.
The ·odd Couple, a classic not to be
The two have since been working ·
· in different directions toward a ·
missed.
· Doherty's new role is general similar goal~summer theatre in .
manager for the summer theatre Chelan. They have succeded in
program . .Working with the assembling a troupe of artistic pro- ·_
3~member Central company and :1 fessiona~s now performing in ;
moving them from Ellensburg to Chelan.
Leinaweaver has turned the
Chelan has provided valuable experience to the one-time jazz music general auditorium of the Masonic
major. "I came to Central for its Temple into a intimate 12~seat ·
jazz program, and was drawn to theatre. The able·technicians who
the musical theatre stage," Doher- 'built all shows from scratch are led ty said. One of Doherty's first ex- . by J ~c. Willis from Centralia, and:
posures in theatre four years ago Kenneth · Berg, Ellensburg.' "The :
was provided by Leinaweaver, ar- audience will appreciate the fine ·
tistic director of the Lake · Chelan detailing that went into building ,
· summer theatre project, who hired the sets for the four productions," :
Doherty as stage manager for Ja- Leinaweaver said.

Fine arts planned for capital:
"The members of the
Washh1gton State Legislature have
been appointed · to serve on the
newly created Join~ Legislative
Arts Committee,'' announced
Senator Al Williams. ·
Created by the passage of House
Bill 1763 last session, the Joint
Committe is responsible for the
development of a comprehensive
10-year plan for the acquisition and
installation of appropriate works
of art in the ~gislative Building. It
is also responsible for the administration of a special capitol
arts fund to help finance the program.
In addition to Senator Al
Williams (D-Seattle), wlio was
named Chairman, the Senate
members appointed are: Senator
Del Bausch (D-Olympia) .Senator
Susan Gould (R-Edmonds),
Senator
Alan
Bluechel
(R-Kirkland). The House
members are; Speaker Pro Tempore John O'Brien (D-Seattle),
who has been a long-time advocate
of fine arts for the State Capitol
and who was instrumental in the
sponsorship and passage of
Substitute House Bill 1763,
Representative Shirley Winsley

; (R-Fircrest) Representative Paul ·
Sanders ( R-Bellevue), and
Representative F.rances North
1 (D-North Bend).
·
: The First phase of the 10 year
i project was provided for by the
i legislature through a $200,000 ap-··
j propriation made to commission
fine artwork for the Legislative
Chambers.
Six semi-finalists have been
selected by a Jury of professionals
from nearly· 200 qualified artists
who applied. Each .semi-finalist
has received a $1,500 corrimission
, to · prepare scale drawings ~nd
'models to be · submitted by
September 2, 1980, for review and
final artist selection.
"We are fortunate to have a
government · center and a State
Capitol Group that represents the'
best building scheme of any state
capitol in the United States,"
Senator Williams said. "The
original plans called for artwork to
accent and complement the architecture of the buildings and
landscaping of the groftnds. The
passage of SHB 1763 will provide
the foundation for the continuation
and compietion of this final phase.
The Legislature may now accept

donations of suitable art objects or
other personal property and may ·
receive moneys, including gifts,
grants, donations and bequests to '.
be .deposited in a Special Capitol
Arts Fund to be used for the ac- ·
quisition and ins~llation of works '
of art. It is also anticipated that the
selection ·process will include
substantial public participation. 1'
"I am confident that with adequate public support and the

Leinaweaver directed both _
Vanities and Night Must Fall
which are playing thr9ugh August.
The Odd Couple and Charley's ·
Aunt op~ned at Threepenny ·
Playhouse on campus and were ·
reeeived warmly by the community.
Phillip
Wicks~rom,
the
company's guest director from ,
Centralia Community College, has
caused quite a CQmmotion with his
hilarious production of Charley's

Dean Nicholson •••

Recruits John'.H;arper :
CWU basketball coach Dean
Nicholson-has recruited 18 athletes
who will be among the candidates
attempting to fill the holes left vacant by the .graduation of AllAmeriCans Ray Orange, Dennis
Johnson arid Joe Holmes and starting guard Sam Miller.
Included on the list of recruits is
6-7 junior John Harper, who 1:18~
the skills to play forward, center or
· guard. Nicholson said Harper has
the potential to be one of the best
players he has ever coached.
Harper is form Dayton, Ohio,
and played one year of college
basketball in the Midwest and
another year at Yakima Valley
Community College. ~st year he

trem'endous_ talent available _
through the many well_ qualified
northwest artists, the committee
will ,be successful in meeting the.
challenge of completing a plan that:
was conceived some 50 years ago. . .

The Conrad School District from
Conrad, ·Montana will have a
representative at the Career Plan. ning & Placement Center to inter-view interested candidates majoring in special education for a posi~
tion in the Resource Room for
lower elementary. Candidates
need special ed endorsement toqualify.
'

dramatic lighting effects, and .·
traditional anci colorful costumes. ~
Filled with a tradition of almost '.
400 years, the equine extravagana
consists of over 20 horses from ~
around the world including the in- -.
credibly graceful lipizzaners. Bred from some of the world's finest .'
bloodlines, these rare and noble
horses are famous for their intricate maneuvers, elegant high
stepping marches and great leaps, .

The . Federal Reserve Board
(FRB), set up by Congress in 1915,
has completely missed the mark,
failing to accomplish what it was .
created to do, according to Peoples
National Bank economist Williall?Wilton.
Wilton said "The FRB was .
charged with preserving the
stability of the American dollar,
and it's utterly failed to carry out
its mandate."
"The U.S. money market is being regulated to death by the FRB
and the U.S. Department of the

,
·
Hal Holbrook brings his-one-man
stage production, Mark Twain
Tonight to the Seattle Opera House
for one performance Wednesday,
August 6 at 8:00 P.M.
In 25 years of stage and television performances, ·Holbrook has
succeeded in persuading audiences
that he is, indeed, the -great
.American literary figure, Mark
Twain.
Lauded by critics and crowned
by awards, Mark Twain Tonight
has won the Vernon Rice Award
and Outer Critic' 8 Circle in 1959 for
off-Broadway; the Tony and
Drama Critic's awards in 1966 for.
the Broadway production, and
.three Emmy nominations in 1967.
Holbrook, who spent five years
researching .the character of Mark
Twain before .he introduced the

known as ''airs above the ground.''
Created by Gary and Philip
Lashinsky, .the show spotlights
such internationally acclaimed
riders as Carlos Mancero leading
the precision routines and Dianne.
Olds with her Andalusians. Other
acts featured include Rex Rossi,
world champion trick and fancy .
roper and several comedy
numbers including "Tony The
·
Wonder Horse."
4

R eserv_e Board has failed
Treasury," he said. ·
"Yet at the same time, the
federal government uses the national banking system to· increase
the national debt," Wilton said, ex- ·
plaining that although the average ·
bank sustains only four-tenths of a
percent lOss on personal and corporate loans annually, government ,
·borrowing is paid back in "newly- ~
printed money."
.
"The federal appetite needs $2 ·
billiop every week in the form of '
government bonds to cover its ex- ~
cessive spending," Wilton said. :

"Until we get some common :
sense back in Washington D.C., .
there's no way to c~b inflation,"~
he said. "We just can't keep 'prin- .
ting into existence' $70 billion a
year, as the government has seen .
fit to do for the last five years.''
"An ounce of gold 200 years ago ·
would buy a good suit, and now it \
will still do that-and more," '
Wilton said. "Until the feds get
tough with them8elves and stop '
printing dollars by the jillions,
there's no end in sight for U.S. in- .
.,
nation.,,

:attended Seattle University, but
:didn't play basketball.
· . Nicholson also has 11 other
;transfers on the liSt, including six
·who are 6-5" or taller. The tallest
;recruit is Howie Long, a 6-9 senior
:trom Bellevue. He played two
iyears at Bellevue Community Col'.lege· and another at Boise State . .
· Among the high school players is
;Mike Shain, a 5-11, 165-pound
'.guard form Foss High School in
'.Tacoma. His senior year, .Shain
:scored 19.5 points a contest while
~shooting 52 percent from the field
and 88 percent from the foul line.
:shain was selected to play in the
:state All-Star game.

Hal· u·olhr.ook as
Mark Twa·1•n

. al Ed
Specl
, J•0_b open .

Lipizzan stallions return
The Wonderful World of Horses ·
Featuring The Royal Lipizzan
· Stallion Show returns to the Seattle
Coliseum for two performances on
Saturday and Sunday, August 9,
and 10. Showti.Iiles are set for 8: 00
P.M. on Saturday and 2:00 P.~. on
Sunday. A popular family attraction, the
1980 program features some of the · ·
world' s most beautiful horses,
talented riders, s~irring music,,

Aunt a rolllckirig farce.
, Leinaweaver said of the summer
theatre ''This· opening represents
the culmination of several years of
planning and effort and a substantial investment by the Central
summer program: I hope it also
represents the first of an annual ·
professional theatre season
presented - in Lake Chelan, the
clean and green resort in North
Central W~slµngton."

play off-Broadway, ha~ starred in
New York stage productfons like I
Never Sang For My Father and
Man of La Mancha. His list of
television credits include the
Emmy-winning Senator series,
Suddenly Single, That Certain
Summer, Pueblo , and the series
specials! Sandburg's pncoln.
_
Samuel Clemens, who adopted
the psuedonym Mark Twain,
created American l_iterary
treasur.e s like The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer and the Adventures of
Hucklebercy Finn. In his late(
years, .Clemens/Twain became an
outspoken critic of the changing
character of American goverµment, society and morals. An eccentric humorist, he poked fun at.
everything from Presbyterianism
_ to Wall Street.

Art ·s how opens tOday ·
"Constructivism a.nd the were influential in the developGeometric Tradition," an exhibi- ment of this movement.
The exhibit is open Tuesday
tion of geometrically based art,
through
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5
will open at the Seattle Art
Museum Pavilion in Seattle Center p.m., Thursday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Thursday, July 31, remaining on and Sunday, 12 noon to 5 p.m.
view through September 14.
·constructivism refers to the use
of geometric ordering principles • WI
.
combin~d !ith ~n artist's s~nse of~
expression. -While geometric .and
·
mathematical elements in art have
.
'
been prevaI~nt since prehistoric·
For those children of faculty,
times, it was only when contem- · stud~nts, an.d the. _Ellensburg. con::i·
porary art moved into abstraction muru.ty, Umversity Rec~eatlon is
(early 2otb century) that it became ?ffer~g the s~cond session of Swpossible for artistic expression to mgs and Thmgs from July 24
deal · directly with pure thro~gh August 22. The program
·geometrical forms.
~r~v:ides art~ and crafts, game ~c~
"Constructivism and the tiv1ties, music; drama, and special
Geometric Tradition" includes 200 events for children ages 5 to 12.
paintings,
sculptures, Playground hours are from 8:30
assemblages, collages and draw: ·a.m. to 3:00 p.m. week days.
ings by 138 European and
For more information
American artists whose works 963-2728 or 963-3512.

S ·ng·s n'Things

·f or kids ·
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Office of veterans affairs'
state guidelines J+or
+all . ·
·
•· J•

A~mis.sions
0r .
.direc!
appointed

· The Office of Veterans Affairs , make sure you submit ·the $50 ' for veterans at or near the 45 1 ·
(OVA) is still in Mitchell Hall and 1 prepayment before Aug. 1. This month period. · Delimiting dates
·
barring any administrative will ensure that no interuption in . under normal circumstances can- by Leslie ~art
changes it will reinain there for pay ·will occur and the money wm · not be ·extended. If within the 10
Bruce Bradberry has been .a
awhile.
·
be there when needed most.
· year period of eligibility you ·pointed the new director of a · ·
Through the years the OVA has
For persons not attendiilg swn- couldn't attend S'Chool due to cir- :Sions. He was raised in Southe
made ntimerous location changes . mer quarter you need to come in to · cumstances such as long illnesses. ·California and says he enjoys th ·,;;
·. and lndictions now reflect the pr& · the office and sign up for advance incarceration or- any . legitimate '.d istinct' seasonal changes i
pay ·so a check will be waiting at · reason you' can file a statement of :Ellensburg ·and the lower cost of
sent location is J)ennanent.
A reminderlf you are attending· registration. .
.
·mitigating circUID$tances. Includ- ·living, especially .in housing.
at least halftime summer quarter
Many questions have
a8 to ' ~d· should be: all documentation ·Bradberry commented, ". . . .the
and wish to continue thr~lU!h fall, ·· delimiting dates and entitlements • which can verify your reason .for ~cost of living in California ·. is
the extension. ·If illy veterans are · :obscene." ·
appr~ching this.lo year period it .; But what d(ew hlln·to Central
would be advisable .to submit the -more · than . anything was the
paperworkassoonasPQSSible. The . ·chance to get back into .directing D;r··
Independent John·Anderson won · dependent candidate will be
only exception for extension of the :admissions. He was director of ad- · . ·
this state's official stamp of a~ elected."
10 year applies to dependents only. :missions and ·registrar for Indian 1 ·
proval Saturday as almost 800 · ·The western coordinator for the ·
The 45 month entitlement can be Valley ·College . the ·. past threr 1
delegates across the state Anderson campaign in this state, · . extended if the veteran starts the . years, and wanted the chance tc
gathered in Bellevue to nominate Ken Smith was also nominated to
quarter with some time left. An ex- t1work at a four-year college. ·
hiln for.the presidency.
fill the ticket. · This was to meet'
''Two-year colleges are great,'
.
ample would be a veteran starting
To get on . the ·ballot in state requirements for full slate
fall quarter with just one month of :Bradberry says, "But they lack Bruce Bradberry
Washington state, ·a candida~e and will be changed when Anderentitlement left. The V.A. would !that feeling of completion-here
·. ·
must be nominated by at least 159 son announces his running-mate in · pay the individual for the entire :you can see people succeed prefers to say he energetically tells
voters. This number is based· on a the next few weeks. Nine electors
term. This particular instance thro~gh four years of college."
prospective students. about the
percentage of voters in the state.
were also selected to vote for
Asked about his job, Bradberry 'lllliversity-Central will sell itself.
does not apply to dependents, who
Five of the delegates were from Anderson in the electoral college
are terminated as soon as the replied, '.'The director of adrnis- '.The director of admissions works
this county; John Wines, David should he take this state in · · benefits run out.
sions is responsible for dissemina- with potential students from
Bellande, Terry Madden, and Cliff November. ·
Finally, grauduate students -for ~ion of information and counseling Washington and the United States
and Jeann~ Carpenter.
The darling· of the convention
fall quarter will have to take 10 for students. The director is an ad- -as well as foreign student$.
Anderson himself wasn't at the was Anderson's lone deligate to the
credits to be certified full time as ·vocate for the . college, students : .Another part of the director's jo~
convention, but addressed the Republican National Convention,.
opposed to 8 credits which was have to keep buying Central each ·is to process student academic indelegates by telephones. He told . Mardonna Sustin-McKillop. 1 She .previously full time. This was not quarter."
iormation and make the final decidelegates, he was convinced, told his convention about being · the decision of V.A. but the policy
Bradberry likes working with :sion as to who qualifies to be a stu''After reading the Republican isolated and ignored by the state's
of Central. If you · have further >tudents and spends a lot of time .dent here. The admissions office is
platform and seeing ·some ot the 36 Reagan delegates but said at the
questions come by the office or call ,·ecruiting new students,. but :where all student files originate.
revelations about the Carte.r ad- . Detroit convention she still con- . 963-3418.
ioesn't like to call it recruiting, he .· Bradberry hopes to improve the
ministration this week that and iri- sidered herself a Republican.
· .
.~
:efficiency of his office by taking an .
-~ ~
~~: ~iiilJ'.S. ~· !even more J)ositive approach to
;~Cl'llll l
. l>rosi)ective students and by trying
~ ~. ~ A FINE RESTAURANT . hll
: to invowe the admissions · office
ey
_more in what is happening of cam: ~ GOURMET FOOD
1.

!·

arisen

A.Ddersoll's On · .b allot .

Welcome,· Second.Term Students I

COMPLETE BEAUTY ·cARE AT

Band Box ·B eauty Salon
in ·the plaza

Early .morning ·and evening
appointments
OPEN 6 DAYS EACH WEEK

708 E. 8th
925-2177

We have

REDK~ .·

··
products!·

. i.\e't

·. · ·····).··

··.

·o\)' .

.· ,eof' ~ o'V-.e
'S ~ . c:,""
Vl o'i. ""o~e
·

will be at
YAKIMA
FAIRGROUNDS

·July· 28 ~
. Aug~

3rd

Lee, Wrangler ·and .
other fashions
·- ieans at $20,.00

. SEE YOU. THERE!

: ·~ OPEN ·• MONDAY thru SATURDAY
: · 402 M. Pearl. Downtown Ellensburg. WA

.·
.

:.J•. :.... ·:a" .'509L'n-t\4~~ *' · · · .Tt-r-:_.

&MMOTO
Complete .
·uody Shop.
Mechanics on
Foreign & ·
. Domestic -·
:24-hour towing

:205 N• .M&in
"925-4151 .

.pus.

One idea he is working on will
:Surely be applauded by all
;studentS, Bradberry hopes to in
-troduce a system by whict
:5tudents .will need to write then
:name down only once upon ent~r ·
:mg college.
:

The .Clinton _Noyes
. . family wishes to
·extend a special
tthanks to the\S.U.B~
~~mployees for ~eir
J!ontributioiis·
.to the;
.
...
. ·Violet N~yes
l
. memorial fund. ·
.
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Bugs like it too!
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Beware of.swimmer's itch
by Alan Smith ~ ·

A sm8n para8ite has plagued I pearance of a rash. ·
whichmayoccuronanypartofthe past · couple years. Soltman ex: . emergence from the water by
The parasite generally uses: body exposed. Small redish ' plained that the only way to detect toweling or by whipping it off with ·
Jakes mthe western and northern
regions of . Washington, including . water foul, such as ducks and gulls pimples appear within 12 hours the parasite in local water supplies the palms of the hand. .
Kittitas ·County. The parasite · as its host, but·may enter 4 human· and these may be surrounded by a is if cases have been reported to
n you believe you have con- .
which causes swimmers Heh bas .. who accidentally .intervened in the · zone of redishness. On the second · .the health department.
tracted Swimmer's itch, call
been dormant for the past two : process. . Since the parasite bas · ·day, some of these pimples· may · In view of the difficulties involv- physician for advice in treatment .
sununers.
· entered the wrong host; .it dies · have become small blisters and in · ed in chmmcal tr~tment of lakes, and notify the . Kittitas County
Swimmer's itch occurs when the· underneath .the · skin .causing the· some instances the blisters may another . measure to protect Health department of where you
free swinuning parasite · burrows: symptoms ~f Swimmer's itch...
become: pustules. . .
bathers may be advised. In prac- ·were swimming.
under the skin of a swimmer. The:
Within five minutes to an hour. According to . ~rk. Soltman of tice, this measure . is. quite su~ .
- parasite then dies and
allergic. after leaving the water the person the KiWtas O>unty Health depart-· cessful if adhered to. It consists
type of reaction develops, which: .. niaY- experience a~ sharp burning ment, there have been no reported simply of removing water from the ·
·
causes intense !~g:~d the: as>-; and itching of the skin atfected, cases of swinuner's itch 'for t11e body
immediately
after ·.

a

an

·

·

''Ethics better:·than laws"
Seattle lawyer-mountaineer Bill them, their reputation and the
Robinson told his teen age . au- · future of their enterprise," he srud.
dience at Business Week our
Robinson, a mernber of the law
legislators . have under-estimated · firm of. carney, Stephenson, Sithe ethic~ of the Washington queland; Badley, Smith & Mueller,
business community, jwnping in and formerly a lobbyist for the
with more laws than necessary to , Association of Washington
complicate their operations.
· Business, emphasized that govern"Just like climbers, there are ment seems to believe all busines$
people are summit-oriented. ·
two types of business leaders.
The summit-oriented are thoSe
"There are 1,622. Washington
who will go for the top, no matter laws regulating business-what the price in integrity, people obviously our lawmakers . don't
or supplies~ The party-oriented are · believe business people are
those whose motivation to succeed ethical," he said. ·
is just as strong, but who are also
Robinson said: "I'm trained ill
concerned about the people around the law; but the.law doesn't always

Secretary of Education Shirley
· M. Hufstedler has . announced . a _
· newly revised Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant (BEOG) payobeyed,'' he '8aid.
. ment schedule that schools will'use .
make sense.''
Many of the state's business are in calculating the amount of in- .
If you're interested in going into
business, you will find that the law· operating illegally not out of intent _dividual student grants in the
is not always a good guide as to but out of ignorance, he said, 1980-81 acactemic year.
what is ethical, he explained.
The payment schedule takes into -~
because there is no central place
For example, it's all right for a for <>wners to go to fiiid our which account the $140 million reduction
. grocer to sell a one-pound sack of of the thousand-plus regulations in funds that will be available for
BEOG for the year which.began on .
· grass seed, but illegal for the same apply to theft company.
. person to sell a two-pound sack, , "I believe l~gislators should be July 1. Under this reduction each
without purchasing a nursery per- sure that a problem exists before . student's 1980-81 award will be $50
-·mit. "Is that an ethical question?;, they add another law . regulating less than.he.or she would receive if
business,'' he said, pointing, out the program were fully funded.
he queried.
BEOGs may be used by students ·
"On top of the 1,600 state laws that the free market place
· regulating · Washington business, regulates 1tself pretty efficiently if to help pay the cost of education at
more than 6,000 colleges, univer- /
the government · has created 2.52 left alone.
sitities and postsecondary vocaboards, commissions and agencies
tional schools.
to· make sure ~t Utose laws are
The Department of Education
also is revising the 1980-81 fotmula ~
• .- - - - - .. - ·- ... -- .. - ..
•
for assessing the earnings of ~
dependent students who apply for ..
BEOOs. Such students are from
f
I ;
.O' ~~e.
families whose incomes are so low
J•
that . student earnings are
I,
necessary to sustain the family . .
::
Under.existing formula, approx1
Seniors and Graduate students · imately · 50,000 applicants in this
I
wishing to ·r egister for placement low-income category were found
I
service may pick up a registration either ineligible for grants or eligi1
packet at the career ·Planning & . ble only for small amounts. To cor1
- Placement Center in Barge Hall, rect this situation before the begin·I
Rick Sasaki
room 105. ·Any person who has · ning of..the fall term, the Depart1
taken 15 quarter hours of graduate ment will send these students new ·
I
9 2 5 ·4 17'5
work fi'om Central qualifies to set eligibility reports that reflect the
:I up a file.
revised · income assessment for· ·
1 Vcarafter .vear. sem.ester.
.
·
rnula.
·
•• Iaftt.'f semester. the
- r•111111111111111111111111nn11111~-1'~"mmR's'TA':FF""IU1111111111111111111n11111111
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H you're willing to travel

by Leslie Barnhart

Teaching jobs are available

What this could mean for
There was a sharp decline in the vacancies. This trend implies a ·refuse to move for whatever · coaching or advising extracurteachers
is a return to the golden
' reason. This attitude gives those ; ricular ac~ivities.
number of people going into the brighter future for teachers.
days
of
yesteryear,
when teacher
· teaching profession during the
·
\ who are Willing to move the advanshortages forced school districts to
tt
·
· 'Try the smaller
ta
E
t
w
hingt
h
70's. Many of the people who might
I
, ge.
as em
as
on as ._' Shortage on horizon court prospective teachers like
once have wanted to become a
, , districts . . .
many small districts where a
, they were big name football stars .•
teacher are going ·into business or
I teacher can get started and try
other more profitable occupations.
Two other good s~gns for · later to get the "perfect" location.
Teaching jobs can be found if you
Job vacancies have increased ·i teachers in Washington are . a
Good job possibilities ' are pro- Iplan ahead · in aµticipation of ,
significanUy over the same time ! population · increase and stable ' jected in mathmatics and science, coaching or advising, keep a good '.
' period.
.
. economy. The. 1980 census shows as well as _the vocational arts and ·· academic record, and remain flex• -- Teaching seems to heve lost its Washington's .population on a· special education. But its not a ible in your choice of geographical
glamour to many people. Better steady rise, and this will certainly good idea to jump into a certain area. The last one is the most imThe Career Planning & Placepaying jobs have · lured both pro- mean · more children ·in school. ,. field just because job prospects portant. If your' re willing to move, ment Center has tfie following job
spective and experienced . Washington's economic stability is look good. Job needs may change, , the chances of finding employment listing books: Elementary
educators away from teaching.
generally better than most states Iso choose the area you are in- are good.
· Teaching Positions; Secondary
and is not expected to change in the terested in because ~ei:e are job · Professor Black is optimistic Teaching · Positions;
Ad,Brighter future . . near future.
openings in every field each year. ! about the general future of people iilinistrative Positions; Two and
. for teacher, : .
. There is, however, one situation
·
·
· '1 who stay with education, "I believe · Four-Year College Positions; and
ct.
8
in which finding a teaching job can Coaching ·a nd advising there is a teacher shortage on· the Business, Industry,- and GovernProf~or Donald Black belieites be very difficult-an applicant's ··
1 •
·
horizon because less people have ment Positions. These listings may
that teacher "burn-out" is another lack of mobility. Even' if you're a
· important
been going into teaching. They be checked at Barge Hall, room
<.9 reason why µiany teachers and adgood teacher, but confine yoUr job , Don't forget one very'iinportant have chosen higher · paying 105, from 8-noon and 1-5, Monday
ministrators leave education. · hunting to one specific item that will sometimes never be careers."
through Friday.
' Black .said, "Stress is taking its ; geographical area, your chances ! mentioned throughout your four
<t toll. The demands of society place
for employment go down. · Pro- I years of college. Not until you
a great deal of stress on teachers ' fessor Black explains,"You can : begin searching for a job does it
and they must learn how to handle get a job if you don't Qlind going to ; become painfully apparent that .·
it. More classes are being offered the smaller districts. Enrollment \ districts want not oruy a teacher of
in this area."
is declining in. big districts."
Dr. Robert Jeffrey, a London cesses involved in math activities
1 an academic subject, but a coach
-Other teachers have retired, _ ·
or advisor as well.
mathematics educator, • will be and the developme.ot of those progone into administration, or simp- . Openings ev. ery' year
To some districts, your guest lecturer for "Mathematics · cesses in children of different
ly switched over to another line of
academic succ.ess in college might Activities for Intellectu;,tl Develop- ages.
· .
.
~ work because they didn't like
be secondary to your coaching 'ment," Aug. 4-7.
' Jeffrey and Dr. David Fielker,
teaching. In addition, a good
Although the competition may skill. This is not always true but it
Jeffrey, from the West London ·who presented a workshop July
percentage of teacher graduates still be fierce in a small ·school would be to your advantage to be Institute of Education,· will work 28-31, will attend t,he International
<11 never look for work in their field.
district, the fact remains that able to offer a school district not .with elementary teachers and : Congress of Math Educators in
There are fewer teachers many people insist upon living only your classroom skills but also parents of young people to make · ·Berkeley, California following the
graduating and there .are ,more near a metropolitan area and some kind of proficieney in :them _aware of the _thought pro- ; August workshop.
.

l

Jo.b listing
bo'oks avai·}ab}e

1·

!

·Lon.don educator to
l e cture· at_·w·· 0 r k. sh op ·

''
\{·

·Lucky Pierre
Wed. July 30 - Sat. Aug. 2

Also

Great Sunumr
Mi.sic!

For Rodeo Week · 27-31
is again, Lucky Pierre

no 'cover
·six days a week
319N.l&Jrl
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Instructor Malloy supervises preperations. She is currently river rafting ·a nd backpacking in.,Austria.

School husines.s ·
with sum~er pleasure
photos by Byron King

The swnmer schedule is usually
filled with many interesting
workshops and seminars that are
only offered during summer
::iuarter. The physical education
department offers river rafting
one session in the· swnmer.
The course consists of two clas8
lectures and three. floats on the
.Yakima River. The Yakima is noi
an extremely difficult river to float
but much can be learned from it
, like how to read currents and and
what to do in various emergencies.
These are important fundamentals
• to · learn as soon as possible,
· especially if you are planning
someday .to float a major white
water river.
Pat Malloy of the physical
education department is the in- ·
structor. She has experience
floating on many rivers on the west
coast and Idaho and is a partner in
a small river rafting tour company
in Southern California. MaUoy
hopes next summer to move at
least one of the floats to the Wenatchee River where more white
water areas are available.
So if you are in Ellensburg next
· swnmer and -are an outdoor enthusiast, why not niix school
business with s~er pleasure? ..

The crews take time out for lunch on the beach .

.The final float is
a..f <?ur hour trip
which begin~ in
Cle Elum.

.. \
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Bookstore attempts to solve problem
r The problem of not being able to

~or teachers. "Workbooks won't be

\until both bookstores sell out of the
included, but books for l!lasses title. Moore called the communicawith a heavy homework load may tion between the bookstores, ''as
be set back in greater numbe~s."
good as anyone can have-We have
, The bookstore will try to batch - Ito, or we'd have a nightmare."
:several orders together and . get
The next step is have the prothem out as quickly as possible ac- 1fessor poll the class to find out not
cording to Moore who added, "The how many don't have the book, but
books will th~ be given to those how many are going to buy one.
students with special order forms. Then they try used book sources.
So students will want to come in as Moore saicf they can get a usea
soon as possible to spec.ial order book in six days at best but it takes
books that are sold out. The suc- a minimum of twelve days to get a
cess of the whole plan rests on new book from a publisher on the
communication between the facul- east coast.
ty, bookstore and student." ~
Of course the best plan is to
The procedure when a title sells avoid understocking at all. Moore
'.>Ut is to call Jerrols to see how claimed they sold out about ten
many copies they have. According · fp~rcent of their titles. He said out
to Moore, no orders will be sent out :of about 500 titles stocked fall

1get the textbook for aclass may be
\solved fall quarter. Textbook
l
·Manager for the Campus
ibookstore, Gary Moore, said
before classes start next fall the
"' Campus ilookstore will set aside a
few copies of each book. When a
book sells out there and at Jerrols,
students will be able to special
order additional copies. The copies
set aside would then. be loaned to
the library and made available to
- students who have a valid A.S.C.
card and a copy of the special
·order form.
· "It's going to work out wonder.fully for everyone," said Moore,·.
"It's going to be more ~onvenient
for students and more convenient

·Youth Core going to clean up
tt

The state has hired one sixmember "Youth Corps" crew to
clean litter from state and county
roads and recreation areas in the
Ellensburg area during August,
iaccording to Russ Taylor,
Regional Manager for the Department of EcolOgy.
The Ellensburg crew will be one
;of six crews operating in central
Washington. Vicki Rock, a
teachers's aide from Morgan Middle School, will supe~ise crew ac:-

Uvities and transport crew
members to and from clean-up
locations in the area. August crew
members
are
Dianne
DeBusschere, Keven Grant,
Heather Lipsky, Julie Smith, and
Darren Wall.
This Department of Ecology
"Youth Corps" is an activity of
Washington's Model Litter Control
. and Recycling Act, funded by a tax
·on all litter-related businesses. The
Youth Corps assits in cleaning lit-

,~uarter,

60 to 80 of them will sell
out.
One of the problems is the cost of
overstocking, including freight and
, helf damage. Most publishers will
ive 90 days to two years to return
book. However, some publishers
won't buy back books at all, accor'ding to Moore. He said, "Jerrols
doesn't buy books from publishers
;who won't take them back but we
can't do that because if we don't
supply the book we've failed the
students.''
How the bookstore determines
lthe number of books to order is
pretty complicated. Professors fill
lout a form for each class each
.quarter that lists the number of
!students he expects in the class,

r.ow many quarters he expects to
use the book and whether the book
is required.
.
trhe form also indicates how many
~tudents the .;>rofessor expecter1
~ast time and how many. actually
~igned up as well as how many
books were ordered and how many
Here aciually sold.
. Moore said the number of books
old last time is used as a base and
hat a percentage is then allowed
. or growth. They don't assume one
book per student. According to
'Moore, "Depending on the class, 75
to 80 percent don't buy books. They
~ither share with their girlfriend or
)boyfriend or get along as best they
fan.'' He added, ''with the price of
rbooks today, I don't blame them."

~

~

News from the Library .

A selected list of new titles from the Central Library. On
the
new hood shelves, Room 203, July 31-August 4, 1980.
ter from roadways, provides sum*Isaiah
Berlin. Against the current, essays in the history of
_mer employment for young people
ideas.
1980.
·
between the ages of 14 and 17, and
*Karl
Otto
Apel.
Towards
a
transformation
of Philosophy.
serves as a reminder to the motor- 1
.
'•
.mg public that litter is a problem 't 1980.
*Amin Saikal. Rise and fall of the Shah.1980.
they can reduce.
Sally Hicks, E;co~ogy's ljtter
*Thomas M. Kando~ Leisure and' popular culture in tra·nsition. 1980.
·
.-·
·
Supervisor for central Washington,
urges . all motorists to carry and
*Ki Hang Kim. Mathematics for social scientists. 1980.
~e litterbags, and to· recycle their
Robert L. Heilbroner. Marxism, for and against. 1980.
recyclables. Up-to-date recycling
Gordon C. Rausser. Dynamic agricultural systems,
:information can be obtained by
economic prediction and control. 1979.
calling toll-free 1-800-RECYCLE.
John Young. Capitalism and human obsolescence, corporate ·
control vs. individual survival in ru'r al America. 1980.
*l.M. Destler." Making foreign economic policy. 1980.
*Arthur B. Shostak. Blue-collar stress. -1980.
. Citing multi-million . dollar pro- *Donald T. Lunde. Die Song, a journey into the mind of a
j~cts required of private industry mass murderer. 1980.
.· ·by government agencies, Karch *Don Locke. Fantasy of Reason, the life and thought of
noted.tttat many were largely inef- William Godwin. 1980.
fective in pr~du~ing siggificant ~~ . · *D~borah A . .Demott, ed. Corporations .at the crossroads,
pr~veme~ts ~air or .w~ter qualit~. . governance and reform. 1980.
·
There s no question that we m *Al F w t ·
t al I di ·d 1 · ht' · - th
t·
industry are ready to s(iend the
an . es m, e
.. n vi ua rig s m e corpora 101\,
. money to maintain clean -air 'and a reader on employee rights. 1980.
.
.
watf';?r, but we have a great deal of *William Orville Douglas. Justice Douglas and freedom of
trouble spending .the money just to : speech. 1980
,
satisfy regulations," Karch said. .: *Alfred T. Vogel. Owl Critics. 1980. (education in America)
"If a new administration would *Laurie Lisle. 'Portrait of an artist, a biography of Georgia
send in a SWAT team to examine O'Keeffe. 1980.
the thousands of agency . inter- *Robert F. M~ader. Illustrated guide to shaker furniture.
pretations of the environmental 1972.
protection laws passed, I think the *Wilson B. Key. Clam-piate orgy and other subliminals the
country could save millions· of media use to manipulate your behavior. 1980.
dollars annually by eliminating inS
f
li
1
effective regulations and using the * ociety or Pure Eng .sh. Tracts. 7 vo s.
funds where they would reallY. *Maurice J. Valency. End of the world, an introduction to
make a difference," he said.
contemporary drama. 1980.
Karch cited the recent En- *Oscar Wilde. Complete shorter fiction of Oscar Wilde.
vironmental Protectipn Agency 1979.
.
implementation of _ a "bubble *Helen H. Vendler. Part of nature, part of us, modern
policy" as a positive step in sensi- · American poets. 1980. ·
ble air quality control.
· *Aldyth Morris. Damien. 1980. (drama)
Under this plan, the EPA would *Berto't Brecht. Poems, 1913-1956. c1976, 1979.
measure the total emission from *Hermann Hesse. Gesammelte briefe.
an industrial plant's smokestacks, *Anthony Trollope. Vicar of Bullhampton. 1979.
for example, rather than requiring *James Patrick Donleavy. Schultz. 1979. (fiction)
a certain standard of emission con- *Leszek Nowak. Structure of idealization, towards a
trol from each of 30 or more individual stacks, he said.
systematic interpretation of the Marxian idea of science.
"As long as the plant's total . 1980.
'
emissions were within acceptable *David N. Burghes. Mathematical models in the social,
limits, they would be all right management, and life sciences. 1979. ,
under the new policy," Karch said. *British Museum: Natural History. Dinosaurs and their liv. ---..........
Congress is also holding over- ing relatives. 1979.
sight committee hearings on clean *Radio amateurs handbook.
water legislation at this time, with · ...rr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!~~!!!'!~~
extensive industry input invited.
~
''Federalagencieshavebeenincredibly rigid in their interpreta- · .
tions of the law in the past,'' Karch
said, "but we are beginning to see
some signs that the government , 1
recognizes some defects . in the·
system it has set up to protect the "
environment.''
"The years ahead, with a tight
economy and tighter energy picture require real cooperation between government and the private
sector," he said. "It's time the
gov·ernment
changes , its ,,
..INDEPEND'ENT
.philosophy about pollution controi
.
. AUTO
. and relies more on the expertise
603 ·Nnrth Main
925-5539
· of those in business to get theijob
· done effe.ctively.
·

Congress changingphilosophy
~

There are some encotiraging
signs that private firms may be
able to turn the tide of government
regulatioi:is concerning environmental protection, according
to Weyerhaeuser ·environmental
affairs manager Ken Karch from
Tacoma.
Speaking to an audience of 300
high school students at Business
Week in Ellensburg, Karch said:
"Congress is very receptive to
changes in the clean air and clean

water acts," explaining that the
ecbnomic and. energy-use
rainifications of those pieces of
legislation have been enormous.
"Especially as our national
energy concerns ripen and largescale energy projects are undertaken in the national interest, we
are finding . Congress quite interested in re-examining its
legislation and, especially, the
federal agencies' interpretation of
the law," Karch said.

D~

you want to ·
enJoy suininer ·
without hair care · ~~prohlems?
.
Sign up.for a class that
will educate you to
handle your hair•.
eachers arc:'

our own ·designers.

Patty, Chery), Lori

Subjects:

Braiding ·
·HomelC ar.e
Perm or Not?
Hair Styles
Classes are limited ·so call early·
·······~················

Only $20.00

FOREIGN' CAR REPAIRS
:AN D PART.S.··

.

Corner of 3rd & Sampson

~
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Business Week
A WB _raii ses monies
for young leaders

No action on inflation·
Voters · shouldn't exped any to slow the inflationary spiral have.
government action aimed at long- to be tempered to avoid deep reces-term inflation-fighting in an elec-;. _sions, . out-of-control unemploy-,
ti on year, Seattle . insurance: ment and strangulation , of in.:. .
counselor Dale Nasman told dustrial productivity, he said. •
Business Week partjcipants.·
"We voters share some of the.
"Who is gt>ing to run on a plat-: responsibility for inflation,"
form that promises to raise per-. Nasman said. "Everyone wants to,
, sonal taxes, cut federal spending in· be exemptfrom fighting jnflationlocal communities, restrict credit we all_want our share of the federal'
and overhaul the welfare· pie. Let some other community's;
system?" Nasman, president of pet pork-barrel project get •cut
the John A. Soderberg Company,: from the budget."
asked his teenage audience.
- As a result of voter pressure, he
Controlling inflation in a country said, the federal government con-:
as complex as the U.S. is at best a _ tinues its spending spree. "The
delicate balancing act, Nasman· U.S. government is the largest pur-:
pointed out. Measure~ undertaken! chaser of goods and services in thei

The Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce lists the following conferences scheduled for this summer and their expected attendance.
AUUU:::i'l'

3-9
6

19

25

Business Week-CWU-Courson Hall (350-400) ·
Farm & Lane! Institute-Holiday Inn (100)
Christian Women-Holiday Inn (75)
WA State Dept. of Game-Holiday Inn (150)

country, bar none," he said.
.
The major problem is that the~ ·' The :fifth annual private enter- year are awarded scholarships to
feds don't provide sufficient goods. prise education program for high participate in Business Week, forand services in return, Nasman, school juniors and seniors ming, their own teacher "comsaid.
bankrolled by the Association for panies" and attending university
Washington, D.C. also cranks up Washington Business will reach lectures to earn academic credit
the printing presses .too readily to 1450 . students this year, chosen for their week's work.
The Business Week idea, begun
remedy national cash-flow pro- from 2300 applicants, according to
iri 1976, has spread from
blems, he pointed out. "The Hal Wolf; volunteer chairman.
government puts too much money
The AWB raised $201,000 in 1980 ·Washington to eleven other states.
into circulation, without upping its -to provide full scholarships for the This year students from Alaska,
own production," he said.
youn~sters to attend one of four Idaho, Montana, Oregon, North
arid South Dakota, Pennsylvania,
Therefore, the U.S. government week-long sessions on campus.
contributes to inflation at both
The university, along with the ,New Mexico, California, Missouri
ends of the definition, since "infla- State Superintendent of Public. In:- a:nd Louisiana re hearing the
tion is too many dollars chasing too; struction . co-sponsors Business 1)rivate enterprise story told by
leaders from their state business
few goods and services," Nasman Week.
concluded.
More than 100 people from .the communities.
Some. states have embraced
The solution will be tough, in- business community serve each
volving personal and corporate year as company advis~rs, lec- Washington's format, complete
sacrifice, he said. Productivity turers and workshop-· leaders .. with computer game, while others •
clauses built into labor contracts, . Students divided ., into groups of have moqified the program extenan overhauling of federal spending• twelve, form their. own "com- , sively to fit-their own needs.
The idea, however, remaiils the
programs at every level and a panies" and play, with deadly
reduction of money in circulation seriousness, a computerized game same-telling tomorrow's leaders
were some suggestions fielded by, simulating a new firm's first two · about the economic system that
has made' our country strong and
high school participants at the! years in business.
private enterprise school;.
An average of 80 teachers each independent.

Classifieds

Government -is the Villian
Labor and management will put · "By reining in and working 'With been ashamed of the Depression," word, but is what makes new jobs
aside their confrontations in the that force of individual initiative, he . ·said. "Commercial ieaders, and better products possible.
future 'to form an alliance against a our country has accomplished realizing · that the public had lost
Outcalt, who has worked wjth
much greater foe, according -to a great things/' Outcalt said.
faith in the system~ went about · Washington's Business Week since
The villian in the piece, he sug- - their . business quietly, accepting its first sessi<m in 1976, noted that
scenario painted by Seattle retail
management consultant Dick Out- gested, is too much government their b~d name and not ·bothering each year, the students are better
calt at gusiness Week here at Cen- tinkering.
to educate the public to the benefits educated, more familiar with curtral
"We must not discourage or cur- of private enterprise earlier rent events and more eager to get
"The fight of the future Wm be tail the force, because it can be generations had known."
into business.
the private sector against the . damaged and even destroyed.
Outcalt said a Renaissance of
''They are better customers than
public sector," Outcalt predicted Overtaxing is one threat. Anothe~ sorts occurred in the mid-1970's: earlier generations- of teenagers.
at the annual conference for high is smothering by over-regulation," "Now young people want to and in a few years, they will better
school students.
he explained.
understand our economic system. voters. They will be a real.
Brandishing "Star . Wars"
But Outcalt also saw trouble · Theywantapieceoftheactionand challenge to our elected officials,
" vocabulary like a laser sword, Out- within . the business community. are asking how tc get into business - becaus.e many of these kids
already understand our private
calt described the capitalist socie- "We have to wake up from 50 years for themselves."
ty as the only one with the "force." of the Dark Ages to communicate
Business, "the risk-takers of our enterprise system better than
"Our private enterprise system to the nation how private enter- society," Outcalt said, must those they will be voting for, I'm
is the only one that unleashes the prise works," he said.
demonstrate that competition pro- convinced,'' he said.
undeniable force of free and am"Literally since the Wall Street duces good things for all conbitious individuals," he said.
crash of 1929, business people ha~e sumers, that profit isn't a dirt~

Company loyalty key lo work en\Tironment
Employee . incentives, like rap
sessions with management and
profit sharing, are necess·a ry
elements to a successful non-union
work environment in the 1980's,
Spokane electronics executive Lew
Zirkle told business lead_e rs,
teachers and high school students
at Business Week.
Zirkle, founder and president of
11 year-old, non-union Key
Tronics, largest computer
·keyboard component producer in
the world, told his audience a
reliable work force is one of a com-,

pany's greatest resources.
· "Building an attractive work environment is one of the toughest
tasks management has tO tackle,"
he·said. "Building company loyalty is necessary, though, to ensure
productivity and to discourage
unionization."
''At Key Tronics, employees
receive a monthly bonus based on
productivity and profit for that
period," he continued. "But
employees incentives involve more
than money," he pointed out.
Every week, one employee from

Roomie Wanted
Male or female to share 2 bedroom
apt. in Alder Terrace. $72 monthly
rent. Call 925-3906.
. F9r ~ale: 35 mm wide angle Canon
lens. Bayonet mounting. Only been
used a couple times. S 125. Call
weekends or Tuesday, Wednesday
nights after 5:30 pm. at 963-2066.

FOH. SALE
Canopy. Was used on short-box
Ford pickup. {~ould be used on standard si~e pickup. A-1 condition, two
interior lights, storage compartment,
insulated. Was · camper for small
family. Good as new. $450. Phone:
962-9405.
WANTED
Anthro
.
Text-Fagan: .
·
Archaeology:an Introduction
call 963-3478

~ach Key Tronics meets, without .the first three months on .the job,
For Sale: Aims 120 watt 2-channei
amplifier with reverb. In good condi· '
supervisors present, with the cor- stay with us a long time," he said.
tion. $200. Call 246-0464 after 5 pm .
. poration's top management to "We lose 40 to 50 percent of them
discuss problems and ideas for im- during that initial period-half af .
Buy or sell with classifieds!
provement.
our request and half by their deci10 words per .$1, 5~ per wo;rd
There are a host of other factors sion.''
.
after 10.
Zirkle calls basic management
Zirkle told his audience, "We ex€ash with copy, call
facts-like fair treatment of all pect our employees to know what
963-1026.
employees and a willingness to work and discipline are:''
develop individuals' strengths
rather th~n attempting to "cure"
their weaknesses.
"It's not all a ·bed of roses at Key
Tronics, though,'' Zirkly said.
"Our people, those who complete .

Precision
hair

Art ofJewelry
Give

Attention horse lovers ·only: for
sale, smart, older quarter horse
gelding. Dependable for in town or
country riding. Gentle but still gives
an experienced rider a good ride!
Call weekends, or Tuesday.
Wednesday nights after 5:30 pm. at
963·2066. Will need references to
make sure of a good home for Joe!

cutting

yourself something bea-utiful to
707 N. Main,

remember the valley by...

Ellensburg, Wash
925-Hair

The Ellensburg· Blue
Agate-in handcrafted settings.
309 N. Pearl f

925-9560

i.rHEADHUNTEB
[

MEN & WOMEN

HAIR CARE STUDIO

